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Telephone number bingo

401-1065 235-8922 282-5943 235-8922 282-5943 382-7914

382-7914 137-4529 801-9155 137-4529 801-9155 806-4957

806-4957 407-3682 135-2026 407-3682 135-2026 401-1065

282-5943 382-7914 137-4529 382-7914 137-4529 801-9155

801-9155 806-4957 407-3682 806-4957 407-3682 135-2026

135-2026 401-1065 235-8922 401-1065 235-8922 282-5943

137-4529 801-9155 806-4957 801-9155 806-4957 407-3682

407-3682 135-2026 401-1065 135-2026 401-1065 235-8922

235-8922 282-5943 382-7914 282-5943 382-7914 137-4529

806-4957 407-3682 135-2026 407-3682 135-2026 401-1065

401-1065 235-8922 282-5943 235-8922 282-5943 382-7914

382-7914 137-4529 801-9155 137-4529 801-9155 806-4957
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Telephone number bingo
Teacher’s Notes

Preparation:
Copy enough bingo sheets so that you will have one or two
bingo gameboards for each pupil in the class. (One download
sheet contains 8 gameboards.)

In class:
Tell your class that you are going to practise telephone numbers
by playing bingo. Hand out a bingo gameboard to each learner.
( It doesn’t matter if some learners have duplicate game boards.
It just means you may have a few winners, rather than just one,
if they are equally successful.) Explain that you will read out each
of the nine telephone numbers in the game in a random order.
As they hear and recognize a number, learners must cross it 
out on their gameboard. When they have crossed out three in 
a row, either horizontally, vertically or diagonally, they can call
out bingo. The first learner or learners to call out bingo are the
winners, but only if they have crossed out telephone numbers
which you have dictated. Check this by having them read the
numbers back to you. (Note: You should make an x beside
each number you have read out as you play the game.) Even
after you have a winner or winners, you can continue to play
until all the nine numbers have been read out so that others
have a chance to get a bingo, too. If you like, you can have
small prizes for the winners. You could play a second round of
the game, but this time in small groups, with one of the learners
in each group taking on your role and calling out the numbers
for more intensive practice.

The nine telephone numbers, to be read out in a random order
(a different order every time you play):

401-1065
382-7914
806-4957
235-8922
137-4529
407-3682
282-5943
801-9155
135-2026
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